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Abstract This paper presents the object oriented
model of a file exchange fomat in which digitised
biosignals and other physiological measurement data
can be stored. The file exchange fomat can be used,

for

example, to store biosignals and events of
ovemight sleep recordings or various data measured
in intensive care units.
INTRODUCTION
For many years medical devices used for acquisition

and analysis of biosignals have been increasingly
equipped with microprocessors or computers. There is an
increasing need to communicate the recorded data and
results within and betrveen hospitals and laboratories.
The major obstacle for exchanging recorded data and
results is the lack of a common file exchange format.
Often the highly specific computer based devices use

proprietary and limited formats or protocols, which
limits the exchange of information between different
medical computer systems and hampers the exchange
with external parties.
In 1994 the Technical Committee 25L (Medical
Informatics) of the European Committee for

Standardisation established

a project

team

(CEN/TC251AMG5 IPTO?I) to define a standard for vital

signs information representation. In addition to the
definition of a communications model for real-time
exchange of information between different medical
devices, the team defines a file exchange format which
can be used for the exchange of biosignal recordings on
media such as flexible disks or CD-ROMs or over
LANAMANA4AN. This paper presents the latest results
of the project team concerning the new file exchange
format.

in order to see if one of such formats could be adopted as
the standard. In addition to reviewing several proprietary
formats used by manufacturers of physiological signal
acquisition devices, four non-proprietary formats such as
the ASTM [U, SCP-ECG [2], EDF [3], and EBS [4],
were rwiewed. As none of the formats can fulfill all of
the criteria found important, such as, the possibility to
store other measurements in addition to biosignals, fast
random access at any point of the recording, efficient file
size by using binary encoding instead of ASCII for
biosignal samples, possibility for including biosignals
aquired at different sampling rates etc., it was decided to
design a new format which would match the criteria.
On the basis of a set of scenarios and the reviewed

formats

a Domain Information Model (Dtrvf) was

defined. The

DIM was created using object

oriented

modelling techniques [5].
RESI.]LTS

The resulting DIM consist of six subject models. The
subject model included here, figure l, models the
"Medical device system". The idea'is to have a Medical
Device System (t!DS) which consist of Virtual Medical
Devices (VMD). Data is collected by a VMD. VMDs
have in addition to attributes for the collected data, other
attributes holding, e.g. the manufacturer and model of
the device, its status etc. The Channel object, is not
mandatory for representation of Metric objects, allows
the grouping of metric objects together, e.g. a blood
pressure VMD object may contain a Channel object to
group together all Metric objects that deal with blood
pressure. The Metric object is thp base class for all the
objects representing direct and derived, quantitative and

qualitative biosignal measurement, status and context
data. The "curye" type datå such as sampled biosignals
are stored in the derived objects oJ the Sample Array

METHOD

A

trend of all measurements can
through the use of the Trend öject.
object.

Before starting the definition of a completely new file
exchange format, a review was made of existing formats
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be

stored,
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ll. The object model of the file exchange format. Only some attributes of the objects are shown as examples.
Abbreviations: MDS Medical Device System, Vl\4O = Virtual Medicd Object, Vl\4D Virtual Medical Dwice.

Figure

:

:

DISCUSSION

The limited space of this paper does not allow the
of the entire model neither can all the

presentation

necessary details of the model be explained. The DIM is,
however a first step towards a specification of a common
file exchange format.
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